
Florida Department of Transportation
Bid Solicitation Notice and Approximate Quantities

Letting: 03220609 Call Order: 006 Proposal: E3W04 District:03

Counties: GADSDEN, LEON

Road Name: MIDWAY OPS MAINTENANCE - SIDEWALK PROFILE (ADA)

Limits: 55320000

Project(s): 42215127296(*) Federal Aid No: N/A

Total Roadway Length: 0.000 Miles Contract Days: 365

Total Bridge Length: 0.000 Miles Letting Date: 06/09/22

Total Proposal Length: 0.000 Miles Contract Execution Days: 10

Special Start Date: N/A

Aquis/Flexible Start Time: 15 DAYS

Proposal Budget Estimate: $200,000.00

Please read the full advertisement

Description:

The work specified in this Work Document-driven Contract consists of correcting vertical misalignments or grade changes in 
pedestrian sidewalks along the primary roads of Gadsden and Leon County. Pedestrian accessible concrete sidewalks, landings, 
and curb ramps with vertical misalignments between ¼, and 1 inch, averaged across the joint width, will be corrected by grinding 
or lifting.  Acceptance of the completed work will be dependent on compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 
Vertical alignments of sidewalks exceeding these tolerances or not correctable by these methods, will be replaced by others 
under a separate Contract. Work locations will be identified and authorized on individual Work Documents, issued by the 
Department.  Maintenance of Traffic and Mobilization will be incidental to the pay item shown in the Bid Proposal. 

The overall budgetary ceiling on this contract shall not exceed $200,000.00

The quantities shown on the Bid Price Proposal are approximate and only represent estimated planned requirements based on 
historical or specific project needs. The Department does not guarantee any maximum or minimum quantity, any range of 
quantities, or the exact quantities shown for each bid item. The Departments estimated quantities and the Contractors bid price 
will be used to calculate a total bid amount. This total bid amount will then be used to determine the low bidder; however, actual 
payment under the awarded contract will be based on actual quantities completed. For this Contract in which specific sites are 
not identified at the time of letting, the Engineer will issue a Work Document. Work Documents will identify the location, 
description, amount of work to be accomplished, and the number of calendar days to complete the work.

Call Order: 006   Proposal: E3W04

ALT Item Description Unit Quantity
Section 0001 PAVEMENT STRIPING (LARGE MACHINE) (LM)

E522-  6- CONCRETE REPAIR, GRINDING LF 17,535.000
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